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sustainable developmentKendall Square Area

MIT Campus building-scale retrofits

4 phases: 2014 - 2020 - 2030 - 2040 - 2050

the vision



‘net-zero growth’
DEFINITION

using CARBON EMISSIONS as metric 

considering the campus as ONE entity

NO off-site energy generation

considering current and future expansion PRESSURES

the project goal



HadCM3 (Hadley Centre Coupled Model, version 3) takes average of A2a, A2b and A2c experiments for the four grid points closest to the chosen weather station

Source: Belcher SE, Hacker JN, Powell DS. Constructing design weather data for future climates. Building Services Engineering Research and Technology 2005; 26 (1): 49-61.

climate change effect on average temperature
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climate change effect on average temperature

Compared to 2014, by 2050 Cambridge is 
on average 2 C warmer annually, 

and at most 3 C warmer in August and September.



climate change effect on MIT heating and cooling loads



MIT buildings by EUI



MIT buildings by EUI

To what extent certain retrofits would reduce campus  
energy consumption in order to enable campus expansion 

on a net-zero basis



methodology

DATA SOURCES

floor plans
architectural drawings

building automation systems
building audits

measured use for 
2012-2013 weather data

01
MODEL INPUTS

3D Geometry
construction materials
temperature setpoints

internal loads
local weather file for 2013

02 03
DETAILED MODELS

highly detailed analysis 
of selected buildings
with thermal zoning;

calibration to 
measured data

04
GROUPING

grouping buildings by 
similar usage types and 
envelope constructions 

into templates
group calibration

05
CAMPUS SCALE

reflecting measured 
energy use by building 

type on a monthly basis 



03
DETAILED MODELS

highly detailed analysis 
of selected buildings
with thermal zoning;

calibration to 
measured data



Academic
Laboratories
Dorms
Recreational
Services
Leased

04
GROUPING

grouping buildings by 
similar usage types and 
envelope constructions 

into templates
group calibration



measured vs. partially calibrated buildings EUI



measured vs. simulated EUI



measured vs. simulated EUI



predicted annual EUI with retrofits [breakdown]



predicted annual EUI with retrofits [cumulative]



how much can we build based on 
the retrofit CO2 savings?



Kendall Square Area

Commectivity Corridors

Continuous Fabric

new development in the Kendall Area



step 01: intervention block identification



step 02: new block typologies



step 03: massing optimization based on daylighting performance



fully developed kendall 2050

+217,082 sqm







renewable energy model



energy mix per category over time [breakdown]



energy mix per category over time [cumulative]







is this strategy aggressive enough?‘net-zero growth’



‘net-zero growth’flexible model that can model diverse scenarios


